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studies” program, were affiliates of this
British incursion.
In 1994, a pro-feudalist British gentleman named Gary Marks, then fortuitously the chairman of an awards committee of the American Political Science
Association, declared Daniel Goldhagen’s Harvard school project the
U.S.A.’s best dissertation in the field of
comparative politics. The Goldhagen
piece, thus boosted into the news as Reputable Scholarship, was reworked and
published by Knopf.
Alfred A. Knopf is a subsidiary of
Random House, itself part of the publishing apparatus of the Newhouse fam-

ily. This multibillion-dollar empire was
created by boss Si Newhouse’s closest
lifelong friend and in-house attorney,
organized crime manager Roy M.
Cohn. From the 1950’s until his 1986
death from AIDS, Cohn used his Mafia
clients and associates (the Gambino
family, Joe Bonanno, Moe Dalitz, the
Vito Genovese group, Meyer Lansky),
and his protector, FBI chief Gay Edgar
Hoover, to push the expansion of the
Newhouse newspaper and magazine
empire, until Newhouse’s agents controlled nearly fifty percent of America’s
newsstands.
Newhouse and Cohn bought Ran-

dom House and Knopf, and brought in
British sleaze-managers to run them.
Harold Evans, former editor of the London Times, became president of Random
House. Evans recently published the Primary Colors attack on President Clinton.
Newhouse’s president of Knopf is
“Sonny” Mehta, the heavy-partying son
of a British Empire Indian diplomat.
After twenty years in the Cambridge
and London jet set, Mehta turned the
old-line Knopf publishing house to profitable pornography and Satanic themes.
Poor Daniel Goldhagen is therefore
nothing but Mehta’s latest hot property.
—Anton Chaitkin

Ending the Age of Gingrich

T

he value of Jim Wright’s book is
that it reflects the views of a leading former Democratic officeholder,
who is not a Baby Boomer, but rather of
a generation shaped by having lived
through the Depression and World War
II. As Wright comments: “Two events
had shaped my philosophy and formed
my life’s driving ambition. They were
the great Depression of the 1930’s and
World War II. A world without war
and without depression. That vision
never faded.”
Wright, the former Speaker of the
House of Representatives who served
for thirty-four years, entered the U.S.
Congress in the era of Joe McCarthy,
and was forced out by the new
McCarthyism of Newt Gingrich. Thus,
his book documents the paradigm shift
which has occurred in this country since
the assassination of President Kennedy.
In a certain sense, the book is
Wright’s contribution in this election
year to defeating this new McCarthyism,
and to reforging a bipartisan alliance
committed to reviving the principles for
which World War II was fought. As he
said in his farewell speech to the House
of Representatives: “All of us in both
political parties must resolve to bring
this period of mindless cannibalism to
an end!”
At a time when Gingrichite Republicans and Democrats are intent upon
reducing the role of government, Jim
Wright shares the view expressed by
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President Franklin D. Roosevelt in his
1938 message to Congress: “Government has a final responsibility for the
welfare of its citizens. If private cooperative effort fails to provide work for willing hands and relief for the unfortunate,
those suffering hardship through no
fault of their own have a right to call
upon the government for aid.”
Not What We Fought For
As Wright emphasizes, “This, for me,
was the business of government and the
purpose of power. . . . We had come a
very long way in the first twenty-five
years after World War II. Now, retrogression had set in.
“Today, a new band of Visigoths is at
the gate with bulldozers and wrecking
balls, gleefully preparing to tear down
our temples and uproot the trees we
planted. . . . They have an entirely different destination in mind. Their vision
is not an egalitarian society but a predatory society, whose rewards are survival
of the fittest. . . . This is not the America most folks of my generation thought
we were fighting for in World War II.”
On the impact that having lived
through the Depression had on his political philosophy, Wright is explicit: “The
political philosophy I would carry with
me to Congress must have begun taking
shape, I think, in 1932, when I was nine
years old. My grandfather, then 63, lost
the job he’d held for twenty-three years,
two years shy of a promised retirement
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annuity. Jobs were almost nonexistent in
that Depression year. My family moved
from Weatherford to Fort Worth to
rent an apartment in my grandparents’
house. The purpose was to provide
income for them to meet mortgage payments and avoid losing their home.
Even today, when I read of layoffs and
unemployment, I don’t see statistics. I
think of human dramas. My mind
returns to that time in my youth and to a
man I grew to love.”
‘People Are the Ends’
It is, therefore, no accident that in reflecting on the assassination of President
Kennedy, he wrote: “Men and women of

